NEW HORIZONS – St. Anne’s
The Friendly Meeting Place For The Free-Thinker
Venue: The Community Centre (next to the YMCA), St. Alban’s Road, St. Anne’s. FY8 1UZ
Open 7:30 for 8 pm start • Free Parking • Buses 11 & 68 stop outside • Entrance £3 incl. refreshments

HIDDEN NEWS n COMPLEMENTARY HEALTH n THE PARANORMAL n ETC

JULY 2017 PROGRAMME
n MONDAY 3rd JULY 2017
Human Origins and the Bigfoot Connection
We are delighted that Steve Meera, editor of the magazine, “Phenomena”, is visiting us again with yet more
insightful research

For countless years, Man has looked up at the stars and questioned his very existence.
Darwin would have us believe we evolved from the apes; religion would have us believe that humanity was sparked by
the pairing of Adam and Eve... and of course, there are those that believe in the ‘Intervention Theory’ that states that extraterrestrial intelligent life had a hand in creating a unique living organism with incredible capabilities: the ‘Human’.
What is the current belief in our creation?… where did we come from and how?
And, more importantly, how can hominids such as Bigfoot exist within our scientific and evolutionary path?
Steve Mera delves into the question of human origins and the existence of Bigfoot creatures around the world, and presents
some thought-provoking ideas.

n MONDAY 10th JULY 2017
Reverse Engineering the Trance
We are so pleased to introduce Cara St. Louis, principal lecturer at World Lectures

Cara is an American researcher, author, lecturer, and workshop facilitator.
Her journey began with the aerosol wars in 2010, made its way through a stint on David Icke’s TPV channel, to work on
social engineering with Harald Kautz-Vella, and so forth.
She began reverse engineering “the trance” one layer at a time: false history, food as a giant con... the list is finite but
extensive.
Cara has also gathered substantial evidence that the Fae are both the first global culture and our initial seed race. This project
is called “Guardians of Blood and Fire: The Search for the Celtic Heart”, written with Maria Wheatley. She is presently
working with Mark Devlin – he’ll be coming back to New Horizons – and Sylvie Ivanowa of the “newearth” series.
Cara’s speciality is the power of the human imagination... whether it underlies the demonic effort to control humanity or
the way we can free ourselves and once again make our thinking our own.

n MONDAY 17th JULY 2017
H20=Life
Joanne Hafford – very popular, here, at New Horizons – introduces a most fascinating subject, and one that is
very close to home, as we are 50-75% water and our molecules, 99%

This talk will encompass many water-related topics, such as our precious planet, of which about 75% is covered by water;
as well as Ganymede (Jupiter’s Moon) and Enceladus (Saturn’s Moon) that are also believed to hold water.
But the question still remains: where did water originate and how did it reach the Earth?
We share our Earth home with magnificent creatures like Jellyfish which are 98% water, with no brain, respiratory or
nervous system.
Before his passing in 2014, Dr Masaru Emoto performed experiments by freezing water from various sources that had been
subjected to genres of music; negative and positive intent through words, pictures and prayers. We will discuss his
observations and the intriguing theories arising from his experiments.
From what some may see as a simple molecule, the topic is by no means straight forward. For example, how does the Jesus
Christ Lizard of Central and Southern America run across the surface of the water?
There remains much unknown regarding this beautiful substance, and experiments show that water is not always H20!
SUMMER HOLIDAYS!
We hope you have a glorious summer.
See you back at New Horizons on the 11th of September.

Web Site: www.NewHorizonsStAnnes.com

